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Abstract
Every day people see, describe, and remember motion events. However, the relation between
multimodal encoding of motion events in speech and gesture, and memory is not yet fully
understood. Moreover, whether language typology modulates this relation remains to be
tested. This study investigates whether the type of motion event information (path or
manner) mentioned in speech and gesture predicts which information is remembered
and whether this varies across speakers of typologically different languages. Dutch- and
Turkish-speakers watched and described motion events and completed a surprise recogni-
tion memory task. For both Dutch- and Turkish-speakers, manner memory was at chance
level. Participants who mentioned path in speech during encoding were more accurate at
detecting changes to the path in the memory task. The relation between mentioning path in
speech and path memory did not vary cross-linguistically. Finally, the co-speech gesture did
not predict memory above mentioning path in speech. These findings suggest that how
speakers describe a motion event in speech is more important than the typology of the
speakers’ native language in predicting motion event memory. The motion event videos are
available for download for future research at https://osf.io/p8cas/.
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1. Introduction
Language is a powerful tool to describe and share the events we experience
(Radvansky & Zacks, 2014). Even though our experience of events might be similar,
how languages describe events with speech varies across languages. An important
question for event cognition is whether the way language encodes events influences
memory for the events described. Even though previous research has investigated this
question in relation to broad typological differences between languages, it has not
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explored whether the way speakers describe events within a language predicts
memory. Furthermore, language is a multimodal phenomenon and in face-to-face
interaction, information is communicated not only through speech, but also through
bodily signals such as meaningful hand gestures (Kendon, 2004; McNeill, 2005). In
event descriptions, hand gestures can depict semantic information related to what is
expressed in speech (Özyürek, 2017), and gesture and speech form a tightly inte-
grated system both in production (Kita & Özyürek, 2003) and comprehension (Kelly
et al., 2010). More importantly, languages are known to differ not only in terms of
lexical and syntactic encoding of event components, but also in the gestures that
depict these components (Kita & Özyürek, 2003). However, it is not known whether
and to what extent language-specific encodings in gestures across different languages
influence memory beyond the differences we see in relation to speech. Therefore, in
the current study, we combine cross-linguistic and multimodal approaches to
investigate whether the speech and co-speech gestures that speakers use in event
descriptions relate to their memory, and how this changes cross-linguistically.

Several scholars acknowledge that the information encoded in linguistic descrip-
tions might be linked to memory (Gentner & Goldin-Meadow, 2003; Landau et al.,
2010; Lupyan, 2008, 2012; Papafragou et al., 2002; Wolff & Holmes, 2011). More
specifically, whether or not an event component is mentioned in speech can predict
memory for that event component. This is because, according to some speech
production models, if a speaker describes a certain event component, they tend to
allocate more attention to this component, indicating that the speaker has this
component as part of conceptualization of the event for speaking (Levelt, 1989; see
also Papafragou et al., 2008). Thus, those event components mentioned in the
linguistic description and thus have been attended to and included in event concep-
tualization may be more likely to be remembered.

One might also expect co-speech gestures to be related to memory for several
reasons. First, gesture production itself may improve memory. This could be because
the use of the hands during gesturing allows for visually motivated, iconic depictions
of events that exhibit a high degree of resemblance between form (e.g., an iconic
running gesture) and meaning (e.g., actual running; Perniss et al., 2010). This
multimodal encoding that is iconic in gesture and arbitrary, abstract and categorical
in speech could in turn create richer, stronger, or longer-lastingmemory due to a dual
(i.e., visual and verbal) encoding of the same information (Paivio, 1990). Second,
gesture production is also considered to be part of event conceptualization for
message preparation, as indicated by the fact that gestures package information in
ways tightly linked to how the same information is linguistically encoded in the
accompanying speech (Kita & Özyürek, 2003). Furthermore, gesture production is
also linked to visual attention during message preparation and this link emerges after
controlling for the effects found for speech production (Ünal et al., under review).
Crucially, it is unknown whether gesture production enhances memory over and
above speech production. This question is especially important given the disagree-
ments about the relative benefits of abstract and categorical as opposed to analogue
and iconic encodings (Lupyan, 2012) and in light of previous findings showing that
use of categorical language can support spatial cognition (Dessalegn & Landau, 2008;
Feist & Gentner, 2007; Gentner et al., 2013).

In this study, our goal is to test these proposals on the relation between speech and
gesture production andmemory in the domain ofmotion events and ask whether this
relation ismodulated by language typology. Before laying out the specific possibilities
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we are going to evaluate, we describe cross-linguistic differences in the verbal and
gestural encoding of motion and their possible relation to motion event memory.

1.1. Cross-linguistic variation in motion event encoding in speech and gesture

Two core components of intransitive motion events are the path that the motion
follows (e.g., into the gazebo) and the manner of motion (e.g., running). Speakers of
verb-framed languages (e.g., Turkish, Greek, Spanish, and Japanese) tend to encode
path in the main verb and can optionally encode manner in adverbial phrases or
subordinate verbs (see sentence (1) from Turkish; Talmy, 2000, see also papers in
Bylund & Athanasopoulos, 2015 and Ibarretxe-Antuñano, 2017). For satellite-
framed languages (e.g., Dutch, English, Russian, and Swedish), manner is typically
encoded in the main verb and path in other structures, such as prepositional phrases
(see sentence (2) fromDutch). One key difference between verb-framed and satellite-
framed languages is that speakers of satellite-framed languages typically encode both
path and manner in speech, while speakers of verb-framed languages are more likely
to omit manner (Slobin, 2003).

(1) Kadın (koş-arak) çardağ-a gir-(i)yor
woman (run-CONN) gazebo-DAT enter-PRES
Noun phrase (Verb) Noun phrase Verb
Figure (Manner) Ground Path
‘The woman is entering the gazebo runningly.’

(2) De vrouw rent het prieel in
the woman run-PRES the gazebo into
Noun phrase Verb Noun phrase Preposition
Figure Manner Ground Path
‘The woman runs into the gazebo.’

Although these are the most typical and frequent linguistic patterns, this does not
mean that speakers of verb-framed and satellite-framed languages exclusively use the
above-mentioned constructions. For example, speakers of verb-framed languages
can also use manner verbs (e.g., Greek: treho ‘run’) and speakers of satellite-framed
languages can also use path verbs (e.g., English: enter; Papafragou et al., 2002, 2006).
Yet how often they use them in a given description might vary according to the
typology of the language. Furthermore, there are fewer manner verbs in verb-framed
languages and hence the same verb can be used to describe different manners (e.g.,
jump to describe jumping, hopping, and skipping). Conversely, there are fewer path
verbs in satellite-framed languages and hence the same verb can be used to describe
different paths (e.g., go to describemovement towards and away from a landmark). In
sum, motion event descriptions vary typologically across languages, while there is
also within-language variation in terms of frequencies, types of verbs used, and the
specificity with which these verbs are used to distinguish different manners and
paths.

Motion event descriptions are often accompanied by iconic co-speech gestures
(Kita et al., 2007). As with speech, gestures accompanying motion event descriptions
differ both within and across languages (Kita &Özyürek, 2003). Specifically, speakers
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of verb-framed languages (e.g., Turkish and Japanese) that encode path and manner
in separate verbal clauses in speech (as in sentence (1)) tend to produce separate
gestures that represent either only path (Fig. 1A) or only manner (Fig. 1B). By
contrast, speakers of satellite-framed languages (e.g., English) that encode path and
manner in a single clause in speech (as in sentence (2)) tend to conflate manner and
path within a single gesture (Fig. 1C; Kita & Özyürek, 2003; Özçalışkan et al., 2016;
Özyürek et al., 2005). Nevertheless, as in the case of speech, there are also deviations
from the gesture patterns described above. For example, how speakers gesture is also
affected by the information they express in speech: if speakers express path but not
manner they also gesture more about path thanmanner (Özyürek et al., 2005), in line
with speech and gesture as an integrated system. Even if speakers express both
manner and path in speech, they might express only path in gesture (Akhavan
et al., 2017; Chui, 2009; Gullberg et al., 2008; Mamus et al., 2021) as path can be
considered as a core event component (Radvansky & Zacks, 2014). However,
speakers may also express complementary information in speech and gesture:
McNeill andDuncan (2000) report examples of Spanish-speakers producing gestures
that conflate manner and path even if they only mention path in speech, although
they do not report any quantitative data. Therefore, it is important to take into
account co-speech gesture when investigating how differences in motion event
descriptions relate to motion event memory.

1.2. The relation between motion event memory and speech and gesture

Given that motion event descriptions in speech and gesture vary both across and
within languages, an important question concerns whether this variation has conse-
quences for motion event memory. Most prior work that related motion event
descriptions to memory has focused on speech, and found no cross-linguistic

Fig. 1. Gestures can represent only path (A), only manner (B), or both manner and path (C). The gesture
stroke occurred during the underlined speech.
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differences in how speakers of verb-framed and satellite-framed languages remember
manner and path after they watched and described motion events (Engemann et al.,
2015; Gennari et al., 2002; Papafragou et al., 2008; Papafragou et al., 2002; but see
Filipović, 2011 for differences using complex motion events).

Another line of work asked if encoding certain motion event components in event
descriptions predicts memory for those components. Here, previous studies provide
mixed evidence. When participants had to describe motion events by writing a single
verb, those who used a path verb to describe a particular event later remembered this
path better (Billman et al., 2000). A more recent study found that when speakers had
to describe motion events by saying a single verb, those who produced a path verb
were less accurate at remembering the manner regardless of whether the speaker’s
native language was verb-framed (Greek) or satellite-framed (English; Skordos et al.,
2020). However, two other studies in which child and adult participants could freely
describe events found that descriptions did not predict subsequent memory (Bunger
et al., 2012; Papafragou et al., 2002). Thus, it is still unclear whether motion event
descriptions predict motion event memory across typologically different languages.

Little is known about how gestures accompanying motion event descriptions
relate to motion event memory. The most relevant evidence comes from the study
of action events, which found that gesturing while describing action and motion
events enhances event memory (Cook et al., 2010). Moreover, which action event
information is encoded in gesture predicts which information is remembered
(Koranda & MacDonald, 2015). Finally, compared to only reading descriptions of
action events, reading descriptions, and performing these actions improves memory
(see Cohen, 1989 for a review). While these results point to the importance of taking
co-speech gestures into account, it remains unknown whether spontaneous co-
speech gestures help memory in a domain where gestures may potentially depict
information in a less embodied way. For example, path gestures that trace the
trajectory of motion could be different than performing actions on objects. Further-
more, it remains to be seen if gestures also relate to motion event memory and
whether this is influenced by cross-linguistic differences in gesture patterns described
above.

1.3. The present study

The aim of the present study was to investigate how multimodal motion event
descriptions (i.e., speech and co-speech gesture) relate to motion event memory
and whether this relation varies within and across speakers of different languages. To
this end, participants watched and described motion events in which a figure moved
with a distinct manner and path. We used a surprise recognition task to measure
memory of manner and path. We chose this measure to keep our methodology
similar to previous cross-linguistic work on motion event memory. In order to
examine within-language variation, we test motion event memory by taking into
account how speakers have described those very same events, and specifically
whether or not an event component is mentioned in speech and gesture. In order
to examine cross-linguistic variation, we compare speakers of two typologically
different languages that encodemotion differently: Dutch (satellite-framed language)
and Turkish (verb-framed language). Furthermore, in order to test how event
encodings in speech predict memory, we zoom into those cases where participants
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specifically encode that event component. For example, for the path we chose
descriptions where participants specifically encoded the trajectory of motion with
respect to a landmark with a verb, spatial noun, or pre-/postposition to ensure that
path of motion is encoded in speech. Our multimodal approach to studying the link
between descriptions and eventmemory is completely novel. Given previous work on
cross-linguistic variation inmotion event gestures, and that gesture has been linked to
event memory, this is an important extension of previous work that focused on the
relation between native language and memory, or between speech and memory.

In terms of speech and gesture production, we expected Dutch-speakers to
mention manner in speech more often than Turkish-speakers, due to the optional
encoding of manner in Turkish (Talmy, 2000). A similar pattern was expected for co-
speech gesture, with Dutch-speakers gesturing more about manner than Turkish-
speakers, and Turkish-speakers gesturing more about path than Dutch-speakers in
line with the idea that gesture and speech form a tightly integrated system (Kita &
Özyürek, 2003).

Regarding memory, if encoding information in descriptions benefits memory,
then encoding a motion event component in speech should predict better memory
for that component. Similarly, if the linguistic encoding of amotion event component
in speech is accompanied by an iconic gesture depicting that component, then this
should predict even stronger memory for that component. Finally, if the effect of
speech and/or gesture production interacts with language typology, mentioning
manner in speech and/or gesture should be linked to even better manner memory
for Dutch-speakers than Turkish-speakers. Conversely, mentioning path in speech
and/or gesture should be linked to even better path memory for Turkish-speakers
than Dutch-speakers.

2. Method
The stimuli are available at the Open Science Framework Repository https://osf.io/
p8cas/.

2.1. Participants

The sample consisted of 19 adult native speakers ofDutch (15 females,Mage= 23) and
22 adult native speakers of Turkish (16 females, Mage = 21). Dutch-speakers were
recruited from the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics participant database
and received monetary compensation for their participation. Turkish-speakers were
students at Özyeğin University in Istanbul and received course credit for their
participation. Data from six additional participants were discarded due to experi-
menter error (n = 2), equipment error (n = 1), knowledge of Sign Language of the
Netherlands (n= 1), and motionmemory accuracy of more two SDs below the mean
(n = 1). All participants provided written consent.

ForDutch-speakers, Dutchwas their only native language. Around half (n= 11) of
the Dutch participants knew verb-framed languages, mostly French or Spanish. They
all learnt these languages after age 11, usually in high school, and used them never or
rarely. They rated their speaking fluency in the verb-framed language as very bad
(n= 4), bad (n= 4), mediocre (n= 1), or reasonable (n= 2). None of the participants
rated themselves as fluent or very fluent.
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For Turkish-speakers, Turkish was their only native language. Many (n = 20) of
the Turkish-speakers knew satellite-framed languages, mostly English. The large
majority learnt such languages in school after age 10. Most used these languages
often. They rated their speaking fluency in the satellite-framed language as very bad
(n= 2), bad (n= 2), mediocre (n= 7), or reasonable (n= 9). None of the participants
rated themselves as fluent or very fluent.

2.2. Materials

In the study phase, the target events were 16 silent video clips that depicted a female
actor moving in a certain manner, along a certain path with respect to a landmark
object (e.g., a woman hopped to a cactus). Each clip (2,500 ms) was digitally created
by combining four spontaneous manners of motion (run, hop, twirl, and tiptoe) with
four paths (to, into, from, and out of). Manners of motion were filmed in a studio at
Radboud University for the purpose of this study. The actors performed the manners
ofmotion against a green background. The video clips were edited in Adobe Premiere
ProCC 2015. First, each clip was cut to last 2,500ms. Then, the green backgroundwas
removed from the video using the ultra-key feature. Next, motion paths were created
by combining the moving actor with a landmark object. For to and into paths, the
landmarks were placed near the final location of the actor’s motion. For into paths,
the actor entered the landmark. For from and out of paths, the landmarks were placed
near the starting location. For out of paths, the actor exited the landmarks. The
landmark objects were selected such that they were similarly familiar to Dutch- and
Turkish-speakers. Finally, in order to create a scene, each manner-path combination
wasmatched with a different background and floor, which could be inside or outside.
The backgrounds were appropriate for the landmark, for example, for the palm tree,
the background was a beach. A pilot study confirmed that the backgrounds were not
so salient that speakers would onlymention the backgrounds instead of the landmark
objects.

Sixteen additional video clips (2,500 ms) depicting transitive events were used as
fillers (e.g., a woman cutting an apple). They were filmed at the same studio as the
motion events. Actors performed the actions on a gray table against the same green
background. Video-clips were edited in Adobe Premiere Pro CC 2015. First, each clip
was cut to last 2,500 ms. Then, the green background was removed and replaced with
one of two backgrounds (a white brick wall, or a textured light pink wall). A list of all
events can be found in Appendices A and B.

For the memory task, participants were shown 31 videos. Half of them were
identical to the videos shown during the description task, and for the other half one
aspect had been changed. Of the 16motion events, 8 remained the same, 4 involved a
manner-change, and 4 involved a path-change. The changed motion events were
created in Adobe Premiere Pro. For manner-changes, the manner of motion
changed, while the spatial relation between the agent in motion and the landmark
remained the same. The location of the landmark object and the direction of motion
(left-right or right-left) also remained the same. Manner-changes were created in the
following way: running became hopping, hopping became tiptoeing, tiptoeing became
twirling, and twirling became running (see Fig. 2A for an example of how hopping
become tiptoeing). For path-changes, the spatial relation between figure in motion
and the landmark changed, while manner of motion and location of the landmark
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object on the screen remained the same. The direction of motion was always reversed
for the path-changes. Path-changes were created in the following way: into became
out of, out of became into, to became from, and from became to (see Fig. 2B for an
example of how to became from). Within the eight motion event changes, the two
different actors were counterbalanced across path, manner and type of change.
Participants were also shown 15 filler events. Half of the fillers remained the same
and half involved an object change (e.g., a woman cutting an apple changed to a
woman cutting a lemon). These events with changed objects were filmed in the same
way as the original transitive events. (Due to an error in the script, 15 fillers were
presented instead of 16. For 19 participants (11 Turkish), the missing filler was an
object change and for 22 participants (11 Turkish) it was a no-change item.)

2.3. Procedure

Each participant was tested in a quiet room at their university campus in their native
language by a native speaker. They were tested together with a confederate addressee
whom they believed to be a naïve participant. First, the participant and the addressee
performed a short game together that served to familiarize the participant with the
addressee and with using their hands. During the game, the participant had to
describe four objects (shampoo, hammer, piano, mascara) without using a set of
forbidden words, and the addressee had to guess the object. The participant was
allowed to use other words from their native language, sounds, or their hands. The
data from this task was neither recorded nor analyzed.

During the study phase, participants viewed 16 target and 16 filler events. Each
trial consisted of a fixation screen (1,000 ms), followed by an event (2,500 ms), and a
gray screen which prompted the participants to describe “what happened in the
video” to the addressee. This addressee was present to create a more natural,
communicative context. The addressee listened to the descriptions, supposedly in
preparation for later questions. The addressee did not say anything meaningful but

Fig. 2. Example of a manner-change (hop became tiptoe; panel A) and a path-change (to became from;
panel B)
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was allowed to indicate that they had understood the description (e.g., by nodding).
To initiate the next trial, the addressee clicked the computer mouse. The study phase
was videotaped for later coding.

Directly after the study phase, the memory task was presented. This task was
kept a surprise for the participants to prevent the possibility of the memory task
affecting linguistic productions. In the memory task, participants viewed another
set of events. For each event, they indicated by button press whether they had seen
this exact video before (a green button for ‘yes’ a red button for ‘no’). Since
participants had to wait until the end of the video to respond, we did not use
reaction time data and only focused on the accuracy of responses. During the study
and memory phases, the events were presented to each participant in a different
randomized order.

After the motion event memory task, participants performed two working mem-
ory tasks, to test if there was group-level variation in general working memory
capacity on an independent measure (following Sakarias & Flecken, 2019). The Corsi
block-tapping task measured visuospatial working memory (Corsi, 1972; Kessels
et al., 2000). On the screen, nine blue blocks were distributed irregularly. One by one,
some of these blocks turned red for a short time. Participants had tomemorize which
blocks turned red inwhich order, and repeated this sequence by clicking on the blocks
in that order. Participants’ Corsi-span was calculated as the longest sequence of
blocks they reproduced correctly. The digit-span task measured verbal working
memory (Wechsler, 1944). Participants were presented with a sequence of digits
appearing one-by-one on the screen. They had to keep the sequence in memory and
type it on the keyboard once the sequence ended. Participants’ digit-span was
calculated as the longest sequence of numbers they reproduced correctly.

2.4. Coding

For each motion event description, a native speaker of the relevant language coded
the presence of path and manner information in speech and gesture using ELAN
(Lausberg & Sloetjes, 2009). In speech, path or manner information was coded as
specific, unspecific, or absent. Information was coded as unspecific if it did not
disambiguate between the various paths or manners. Manner information was coded
as specific if how the motion was performed was encoded with a manner verb (e.g.,
rennen ‘running’ –mostly in Dutch) or amanner verb subordinated to a path verb via
a connective (e.g., koşarak ‘run-Connective’ –mostly in Turkish). Manner informa-
tion was coded as unspecific if participants used themanner verbs ‘to walk’ or ‘to run’
when the manner was not walking or running. This is unspecific because is not clear
which of the four manners it describes.

Path information was coded as specific if the change of location with respect to the
landmark or the left-right axis was encoded with prepositions or spatial/directional
nouns (e.g., naar ‘to’, içine ‘inside’) or path verbs (e.g., gir ‘enter’, yaklaş ‘approach’).
Path information was coded as unspecific if it did not indicate or imply the trajectory
of the figure with respect to the landmark or the left-right axis. This included the use
of the Turkish unspecific path verbs ilerle ‘advance’ or git ‘go’ because these could for
example be used both to describe an into path and an out of path. Dutch-speakers did
not use these unspecific path verbs. In Dutch, use of the wordweg ‘away’was coded as
unspecific path information (see Supplementary Material for examples).
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In gesture, manner information was coded as present if a gesture depicted the
motion in a nonlinear way. Manner gestures could be in third-person perspective
(as in Fig. 1C, where the inverted index and middle finger move across space to
represent running legs from a third-person perspective). Manner gestures could also
be a first-person enactment of themanner (as in Fig. 1B, where the speakermoves her
arms as if running herself). Path information was coded as present if the speaker
chose a body part to represent the figure (e.g., the index finger), and deliberately
traced the change of location with this body part. Tracing could be in the lateral axis
(with correct or incorrect direction) or in the sagittal axis (moving toward or away
from the body). Points to the landmark location were not included as path gestures. A
gesture could include onemotion element (path-only as in Fig. 1A ormanner-only as
in Fig. 1B) or both elements conflated (Fig. 1C).

To obtain reliability, an additional native Dutch coder and native Turkish coder
each coded speech and gesture data from four participants (21% of Dutch data and
18% of Turkish data). For speech coding at the clause level, high reliability was
obtained (Dutch: 97.6% agreement, κ= 0.964; Turkish: 94.1% agreement, κ= 0.957).
Similarly, for gesture coding the reliability was high (Dutch: 95.3% agreement,
κ = 0.906; Turkish: 94.7% agreement, κ = 0.913).

2.5. Statistical analysis

Data were analyzed with generalized binomial linear mixed-effects modelling using
the glmer function from the lme4 package (version 1.1.26; Bates et al., 2015) in R
(version 3.5.3; R Core Team, , 2019) with the optimizer bobyqa (Powell, 2009). This
mixed-effects approach takes into account the random variability due to having
different items and participants. We started off with the maximal random effects
structures justified by our design (Barr et al., 2013). When a maximal model failed to
converge, we removed random effects, removing interactions first, and choosing
between two possible structures based on the lowest Akaike’s Information Criterion
(AIC). For each fixed effect factor, sum-to-zero contrast coding was used (e.g., for
Language: Turkish �0.5, Dutch þ0.5). The first mentioned factor level was always
coded as �0.5, and the second as þ0.5. For all analyses, three trials were excluded
(two Dutch) in which the addressee talked and affected the speaker’s speech pro-
duction. Data and analysis code are available at https://osf.io/p8cas/.

3. Results
3.1. Speech production

First, we tested whether the frequency of encoding path or manner in speech differed
cross-linguistically (Fig. 3). Overall, Manner was mentioned very often by both
Dutch-speakers (in 297/302 descriptions; 98%) and Turkish-speakers (in 337/351
descriptions; 96%). Path was mentioned less frequently by both Dutch-speakers
(in 201/302 descriptions; 67%) and Turkish-speakers (in 267/351 descriptions;
76%). This pattern was tested with amodel including Language (Turkish andDutch),
Component (Path andManner) and their interaction on binary values formention in
speech (0 = no and 1 = yes) at the item level. It revealed only a main effect of
Component (β = 4.46, SE = 1.45, z = 3.07, p < 0.01), with speakers mentioning
Manner more often than Path.
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Second, we tested whether the descriptions in which participants specifically
encoded an event component (i.e., path or manner) were equally frequent across
the speakers of two languages. When mentioning Manner in an event description,
specific descriptions were almost always used by both Dutch-speakers (in 289/297
manner descriptions; 97%) and Turkish-speakers (in 325/337 manner descriptions;
96%). However, when mentioning Path, Dutch-speakers almost always used specific
descriptions (in 196/200 path descriptions; 98%), whereas Turkish-speakers used
specific descriptions less frequently (in 198/267 path descriptions; 74%). This pattern
was tested with separate models for Manner and Path. For each model, we only
included trials in which participants had mentioned that component in speech. Both
models included Language (Turkish and Dutch) as a predictor for binary values for
whether the mention in speech was specific (0 = unspecific and 1 = specific). The
Manner model revealed no effect of Language (β = �0.33, SE = 1.66, z = �0.20,
p >0.05), but the Path model did (β = 3.97, SE = 1.00, z = 3.96, p < 0.01). Thus,
although speakers of both languages were equally often specific about Manner,
Turkish-speakers were less often specific about Path than Dutch-speakers.

3.2. Gesture production

Next, we tested whether the frequency of encoding path ormanner in gesture differed
cross-linguistically (Fig. 4). Overall, Turkish-speakers gestured more often than
Dutch-speakers. Path was gestured more often by Turkish-speakers (in 168/351
descriptions; 48%) than by Dutch-speakers (in 67/302 descriptions; 22%). Manner
was also gestured more often by Turkish-speakers (in 165/351 descriptions; 47%)
than by Dutch-speakers (in 91/302 descriptions; 30%). This pattern was tested with a
model including Language (Turkish and Dutch), Component (Path and Manner),
and their interaction on binary values for whether a component was encoded in
gesture (0 = no and 1 = yes) at the item level. Note that when an event description
contained gestures about both Path and Manner (either in separate or conflated
gestures), it contributed to both categories (both the Path andManner bars in Fig. 4).
The model revealed a main effect of Language (β = �1.36, SE = 0.45, z = �3.01,
p < 0.01), indicating that Turkish-speakers gesturedmore often thanDutch-speakers.
No other effects or interactions were significant.

Fig. 3. Speakers of both languages describedMannermore often than Path. For visualization, we calculated
for each participant the proportion of trials in which they described Path and Manner. The figure shows the
mean proportions, separated by Component and Language. Error bars represent the standard error.
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To better understand the speech context in which these gestures were produced,
we looked at the relation between the event components depicted in gesture and the
event components described in speech. When path was depicted in a gesture, in the
vast majority of the descriptions (82.6%) it was also described in speech. Similarly,
when manner was depicted in gesture, it was also described in speech in 99.2% of the
cases. Thus, these path andmanner gestures typically accompanied path andmanner
speech, respectively.

3.3. Memory performance

Before analyzing motion event memory, we compared the Dutch- and Turkish-
speakers’ performance for filler item memory, the digit-span task (verbal working
memory), and the Corsi block-tapping task (visuospatial workingmemory). For filler
event memory, both Dutch-speakers (M = 0.99) and Turkish-speakers (M = 0.95)
reached very good accuracy. A model tested the effect of Language (Turkish and
Dutch) on binary values for whether a filler item was remembered (0 = no and
1 = yes) revealed no significant effect of Language (β = 1.32, SE = 1.08, z = 1.22,
p > 0.05). For the digit-span task, Dutch participants (M = 7.63) and Turkish
participants (M = 7.91) had similar scores. A linear regression model tested the
effect of Language (Turkish and Dutch) on integer digit-span values also did not
revealed any differences between Dutch-speakers and Turkish-speakers in verbal
workingmemory capacity, t(39)=�0.81, p > 0.05. A similar analysis for Corsi-spans
revealed that Dutch participants (M = 7.53) had higher Corsi-spans than Turkish
participants (M= 6.82), t(39) = 2.04, p= 0.048. Thus, Dutch participants had higher
visuospatial workingmemory capacity. To test whether this difference in Corsi-spans
was important for our motion event memory analysis, a Spearman-rank correlation
was calculated between each participant’s memory accuracy for the motion events
and their Corsi-span. Results revealed no correlation betweenCorsi-span andmotion
event accuracy, rs=�0.00, p= 0.98. Therefore, the Corsi-span was not further taken
into account in the analyses.

Next, we analyzed motion event memory for the three different types of memory
items: Path-changes, Manner-changes, and No-change items. Collapsed across lan-
guage groups,memory for Path-changes (M= 0.68, SD= 0.26, t(40)= 4.29, p < 0.001)

Fig. 4. Turkish-speakers gesturedmore often thanDutch-speakers. For visualization, we calculated for each
participant the proportion of trials in which they gestured about Path and Manner. The figure shows the
mean proportions, separated by Component and Language. Error bars represent the standard error.
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and No-change items (M = 0.78, SD = 0.15, t(40) = 11.98, p < 0.001) were
significantly higher than chance level, but Manner-change memory was not higher
than chance (M = 0.40, SD = 0.26, t(40) =�2.49, p = 0.99). This pattern held for the
majority of participants, with 34 out of 41 participants not reaching Manner-change
accuracy above the chance level of 0.5. Thus, we did not attempt to predict manner
memory using speech, gesture and native language because that would be predicting
behavior that is indistinguishable from guessing (which would lead to participants
responding correctly only half of the time).

Finally, we analyzed how path speech, path gestures and native language related to
path memory. Recall that path information in speech could be specific, unspecific or
absent. For predicting path memory, unspecific path mentions in speech that only
used unspecific verbs (e.g., to advance in Turkish) or adverbs (e.g., away in Dutch;
n = 48) were analyzed together with trials in which path was not mentioned at all
(n = 146) and were contrasted to specific path mentions with prepositions, spatial/
directional nouns or path verbs (see also Section 2.4; n= 283). There were not enough
unspecific descriptions to create a separate category. We reasoned that the effect of
these unspecific descriptions on memory would be most similar to not mentioning
path at all because they could be used regardless of the trajectory of motion. That is,
they matched both the original event and its path change, and thus would likely not
help to detect changes to the trajectory. Similarly, there were not enough path
gestures in the sagittal axis (n = 34) to create a separate category. Like unspecific
path descriptions, these sagittal gestures matched both the original event and its path
change, and thus would likely not help to detect changes to the trajectory. Therefore,
they were analyzed together with no gesture trials (n = 310) and were contrasted to
path gestures in the lateral axis with the correct direction (n= 133). Trials describing
the incorrect path (n = 1) or with lateral path gestures in the incorrect direction
(n= 2) were excluded, as theymight hindermemory. Moreover, we excluded trials in
which the addressee talked (n = 7), as that could have affected the participant’s
memory. Fig. 5 shows path memory across Dutch and Turkish speakers separated by
Path in speech and Path in Gesture.

A glmer model tested the effects of Path in speech (No mention and Path
mention), Path in gesture (No gesture and Path gesture), Language (Turkish and

Fig. 5. Proportions of accurate path memory response in memory task. (A) Data separated by Path in
speech and Language. (B) Data separated by Path in gesture and Language.
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Dutch), and Condition (No-change and Path-change) on binary values for whether
an itemwas remembered (0=no and 1= yes).We startedwith a four-way interaction
model, which did not converge. The interaction was simplified into four three-way
interactions, none of which was significant. Searching for a more parsimonious
model, we first removed the interaction of which the removal resulted in the lowest
AIC. Next, nonsignificant predictors were removed if that improved the model fit.
Finally, we attempted to add random slopes, but this resulted in convergence issues.

The best-fitting model revealed only a significant interaction between Condition
and Path in speech. Parameter estimates from themodel are presented inTable 1. The
interaction between Condition and Path in speech indicated that for No-change
items, participants had similar memory accuracy regardless of whether the Path was
mentioned in speech, while for Path-changes, participants were better at detecting
changes when they had mentioned that Path in speech compared to when they had
not (Fig. 6). No other main effects or interactions were significant. Notably, there

Table 1. Fixed effects from the mixed model predicting path memory

Effect β SE Z p

(Intercept) 1.353 0.311 4.346 <0.001***
Path in speech Absent vs. Present 0.311 0.393 0.791 0.429
Path in gesture Absent vs. Present 0.612 0.387 1.579 0.114
Language Turkish vs. Dutch 0.455 0.408 1.115 0.265
Condition No-change vs. Path-change �0.707 0.512 �1.382 0.167
Path in speech* Path in gesture �0.594 0.759 �0.783 0.434
Path in speech* Language 0.234 0.755 0.310 0.756
Path in gesture* Language 0.318 0.752 0.423 0.673
Path in speech* Condition 1.259 0.512 2.460 0.014*
Path in speech* Path in gesture* Language �2.675 1.509 �1.773 0.076

Estimates (β), standard errors (SE), z-values, and p-values are given. Significance codes: *p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001. Formula in R:
glmer (Accuracy ~ Path in speech*Path in gesture*Languageþ Path in speech*Conditionþ (1|Subject)þ (1|Item), family=
binomial, glmerControl (optimizer=”bobyqa”, optCtrl = list(maxfun = 1,000,000))).

Fig. 6. Proportions of accurate path memory response in memory task, separated by Path in speech and
Condition. Data from Dutch-speakers and Turkish-speakers are collapsed. For the Path change condition,
memory was more accurate when Path had been specifically mentioned in speech. For the No change
condition, memory was similar regardless of whether Path had been described.
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were no significant effects involving Language, indicating that similar patterns were
found for Dutch- and Turkish-speakers. Moreover, there were no significant effects
involving Gesture. Thus, gesturing about path did not correspond to better memory
for path. We turn to the significance of these findings below.

4. Discussion
Our first goal in the present study was to test whether encoding certain motion event
components in speech predicts better memory for the very same event components.
Our second goal was to test whether iconic depictions of event components in gesture
would predict even better memory above and beyond speech. Throughout our
investigation, we also asked whether the relation between multimodal event encod-
ings in speech and gesture and memory varies cross-linguistically. Below, we sum-
marize and discuss our main findings on cross- and within-language differences in
multimodal motion event encodings and their relation to motion event memory.

4.1. Motion events in speech and gesture

In order to motivate our investigation of how motion event encodings in speech and
gesture predict memory, we first exploredmultimodal encodings ofmotion events by
Dutch- and Turkish-speakers. In speech, both Dutch- and Turkish-speakers almost
alwaysmentioned themanner andmore than the path, but no differences were found
between the two languages in preferring one component over the other. This seems to
go against the classic typological finding that speakers of verb-framed languages omit
mannermore often than speakers of satellite-framed languages (Slobin, 2003; see also
Özyürek et al., 2008 for a comparison between Turkish and English). This difference
could be due to the stimuli: themanners in our study were rather salient (tiptoe, twirl,
and hop) as they were not a default way of changing location and were more unusual
than the manners used in previous work (e.g., walk, run, carry in Gennari et al., 2002;
Papafragou et al., 2002). It is plausible that Turkish-speakers deemed it important to
mention the manners because they were salient and contrastive across trials. Indeed,
speakers of Greek, another verb-framed language, mention the manner of motion
almost twice as often when it is not easily inferable for a listener (Papafragou et al.,
2006). Thus, although cross-linguistic differences in manner omission are well-
established, these results suggest that within-language encoding flexibility can dimin-
ish these cross-linguistic differences under certain conditions.

Amore exploratory finding was that Dutch- and Turkish-speakers differed in how
specifically they described the path. Dutch-speakers almost always described the
spatial relation between the figure and the landmark, or the motion in the left-right
axis, in a way that the description clearly disambiguated between to and from paths.
By contrast, Turkish-speakers regularly used the unspecific path verbs ilerle ‘to
advance’ or git ‘to go’. These cross-linguistic differences are reminiscent of previously
demonstrated differences between Dutch and other languages (e.g., French) in the
semantics of placement verbs (Gullberg, 2011). Together, these findings highlight the
relevance of more fine-grained cross-linguistic analyses and moving beyond fre-
quencies of mentioned components. Moreover, the cross-linguistic differences in
speech specificity between Dutch and Turkish could be a domain for further research
to explore subtle consequences of speech on memory.
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Regarding gestures, there were no differences in the frequencies of encoding path
andmanner across languages, apart from a general trend of more gestures in Turkish
than Dutch both for path and manner. This is in line with previous studies that took
speech content into account when looking at gesture differences. For example, when
speaking about manner, English- and Japanese-speakers do not differ in their
frequency of gesturing aboutmanner (Brown&Chen, 2013). Similarly, when looking
at either manner-only sentences or path-only sentences, also no cross-linguistic
differences were found in the likelihood of English- and Turkish-speakers to gesture
aboutmanner and/or path (Özyürek et al., 2005). Indeed, we also found that speakers
typically gestured about an event component if they also spoke about it, showing a
tight link between speech and gesture. Thus, it appears that when speakers of verb-
framed and satellite-framed languages speak about the same components, they also
gesture about the same components in line with the Interface Hypothesis (Kita &
Özyürek, 2003; but see Brown & Gullberg, 2008).

There is one difference with previous literature that deserves highlighting. Previ-
ous studies found that speakers of different languages gesture more about path than
manner (Farsi: Akhavan et al., 2017;MandarinChinese: Chui, 2009; French: Gullberg
et al., 2008; Turkish: Mamus et al., 2021). However, we found that frequency of path
and manner gestures did not differ cross-linguistically and both languages gestured
more about manner than path. Again, this could be due to the use of salient manners
in the current experiment, since speakers are more likely to gesture about highly
salient manners than about less salient manners (Yeo & Alibali, 2018). Thus, using
these salient manners may have skewed both our speech and gesture production
results. For speech, itmay have increased the likelihood ofmannermention, such that
Turkish-speakers reached the same (ceiling) frequency as Dutch-speakers, thus
eliminating cross-linguistic differences. For gesture, it may have increased the
likelihood for speakers of both languages to gesture about manner, thus removing
a previously found path gesture preference. This highlights the importance of stimuli
construction when investigating (cross-linguistic) motion event descriptions.

4.2. Speech predicts path memory in Dutch and Turkish

One key aim of this study was to test whether mentioning an event component in
speech would predict better memory for that component. Consistent with this
possibility, speakers who mentioned path in speech were better at detecting changes
to that path. One previous study also found that speaking about path predicts better
memory for path (Billman et al., 2000), but others did not (Bunger et al., 2012;
Papafragou et al., 2002). These conflicting findings could be the result of the
heterogeneity of stimuli, procedures, and participant groups. However, the link
between speech and memory is consistent with prior findings from other domains,
demonstrating relations between how speakers describe and remember visual stimuli
(e.g., eye-witness-memory: Marsh et al., 2005; picture recognition: Zormpa et al.,
2019). Our results suggest that speech and memory are related, possibly because
speaking about a component indicates that the speaker has this event component as
part of their event conceptualization (Levelt, 1989; Papafragou et al., 2008).

Another aim of this study was to see whether the link between motion event
speech and memory varied across typologically different languages. We found that
this was not the case: speaking about path predicted better memory for path changes
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for speakers of Dutch and Turkish. Although this finding was not consistent with our
predictions, it is reminiscent of the findings of a recent study comparing speakers of
other verb-framed (Greek) or satellite-framed (English) languages (Skordos et al.,
2020). In that study, producingmotion verbs affectedmotion eventmemory similarly
across language groups. Our findings extend this pattern to another pair of typolo-
gically different languages, which was not studied before in this respect. Furthermore,
our findings show that the relation between describing and remembering events does
not vary cross-linguistically even if speakers describe motion events in full utterances
instead of only single verbs (see also Karadöller et al., 2021 for similar developmental
evidence in the domain of static spatial relations).

4.3. Using co-speech gesture on top of speech does not predict path memory

A second key aim of the present study was to test whether gesturing about a motion
event component predicts memory over and above speaking due to dual encoding of
information in an iconic way (Paivio, 1990; Perniss et al., 2010) or by being a part of
event conceptualization (Kita & Özyürek, 2003) and in turn affecting memory.
However, we found no relation between path gestures and path memory. Import-
antly, these path gestures typically co-occurred with path speech indicating that path
memory was equally accurate for paths encoded in both speech and gesture, com-
pared to paths encoded only in speech. This suggests that dual encoding of motion
event components in speech and gesture does not enhance motion event memory
further. Furthermore, even though gesture production is linked to attention alloca-
tion during message conceptualization (Ünal et al., under review) it was not linked to
better memory for the gestured components.

A possible explanation for why gesture does not enhance memory above verbal
encoding concerns the way speech and gesture encodes information (cf. Lupyan,
2008, 2012). While gesture is analogue and allows information to be conveyed
imagistically, speech is categorical and relies on discrete units (Cook et al., 2012).
Encoding information in a categorical way could be more helpful for memory, in line
with previous studies showing benefits of categorical language on spatial cognition
(Dessalegn & Landau, 2008; Feist & Gentner, 2007; Gentner et al., 2013). In order to
fully evaluate this possibility, further research should test whether co-speech gestures
benefit memory when the information depicted in gesture is complementary, rather
than redundant.

The absence of a link between path gesture and memory may seem surprising,
given prior work showing a link between gesture production and event memory
(Cook et al., 2010; Koranda & MacDonald, 2015). This discrepancy might be
attributed to an important difference between these studies and ours: while the
present study usedmotion events only, these previous studies either collapsedmotion
events with actions (Cook et al., 2010) or used actions only (Koranda &MacDonald,
2015). Gestures depicting actions may differ from gestures depicting motion paths.
For example, action gestures might involve stronger motor simulation than tracing
path gestures as they are more likely to be enacted from a first-person perspective
(Hostetter & Alibali, 2008). On the other hand, path gestures trace the trajectory of
motion from a third-person perspective. Further work is needed to more precisely
estimate whether there is a hierarchy in gestures that depict event information in
more vs. less embodied ways in terms of predicting event memory. Another possible
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explanation for the discrepancy is the type of task used to assess memory. The present
study used a recognition memory task in which participants responded nonverbally
to visually presented stimuli. By contrast, Cook et al. (2010) used a free and cued
recall task in which participants verbally described the event they previously seen.
Further research is necessary to pinpoint the contributions of these factors to the
relation between gesture production and memory.

4.4. Memory for manner versus path

Our study was the first to directly compare memory for manners and paths using
intransitive events. While manners were not remembered, path memory was much
better. This path-advantage has also been found in prior work that used instrumental
motion events, where the manner changes were object changes (e.g., roller skates
change into a skateboard; Bunger et al., 2012; Skordos et al., 2020; but see Engemann
et al., 2015). Such a path-advantage has also been found developmentally, where
infants are better and earlier at categorizing path compared to manner (Pruden et al.,
2012, 2013). This might have to do with path being a core aspect of an event
(Radvansky&Zacks, 2014) providing information about the intentionality ofmotion
(Pourcel, 2004). A similar link between motion event memory and intentionality has
been found for memory for goal-paths versus source-paths. People remember goals
better than sources, potentially because goals provide more information about
animate figures’ intentions (Lakusta & Landau, 2012).

Notably, while participants did not remember manners, speakers of both lan-
guages almost always spoke about manner and gestured about it considerably. This
speech-gesture-memory dissociation can be interpreted in two ways. One possibility
is that there is no strong link between language andmannermemory. To test this, it is
necessary to increase manner memory accuracy to above chance. Another possibility
is that the motion event information that is important to communicate to a recipient
is not the same as the information that is important to encode in memory. For
communicating about motion, manner may be important when it is salient and/or
not inferable. Conversely, for memory, path may be important as it relates to
intentionality of an agent’s motion.

4.5. Methodological implications

Before we conclude, we would like to highlight one aspect of our findings that has
implications for future cross-linguistic investigations of event memory and, more
generally, cognition. In the present study, following practices common in prior work
(Sakarias & Flecken, 2019), we used two measures of working memory to eliminate
group-level differences that might potentially explain differences in motion event
memory. Nevertheless, we found that these working memory measures did not
correlate with our event memory measure. This opens up discussions about the
suitability of these measures for establishing group-level similarities in general
cognitive ability in cross-linguistic research. In fact, in previous work, the correlations
between these measures and the main measures of interest are rarely tested because
themajority of these studies did not find cross-linguistic differences on these working
memory tasks and data are dropped from further analyses. We suggest that an
alternative approach for establishing group-level similarities could be building in
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controls within the main memory task by including items that are not expected to be
affected by the cross-linguistic distinctions of interest (e.g., the filler and object-
memory items in the current study, see also Ünal et al., 2016 for a similar approach).

5. Conclusions
To conclude, the present study reveals that how people describe an event in speech
predicts their memory for that event. However, gesturing about those event compo-
nents does not seem to enhance event memory on top of speaking. Furthermore, the
relation between speaking and remembering motion events did not vary across
typologically different languages. Together these findings suggest that how speakers
describe a motion event is more important than the typology of the speakers’ native
language in predicting motion event memory.

Supplementary Materials. To view supplementary material for this article, please visit http://doi.org/
10.1017/langcog.2022.3.
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A. Motion Event Stimuli

Event Memory type Changed memory item

1 A woman hops to a cactus path-change hop from
2 A woman tiptoes out of a garden tent path-change tiptoe into
3 A woman twirls from a drawers path-change twirl to
4 A woman runs into a gazebo path-change run out of
5 A woman hops from an armchair manner-change tiptoe from
6 A woman tiptoes into a phone booth manner-change twirl into
7 A woman twirls to a pile of rocks manner-change run to
8 A woman runs out of a greenhouse manner-change hop out of
9 A woman hops into a market stand no-change
10 A woman hops out of a beach umbrella no-change
11 A woman tiptoes to a street lamp no-change
12 A woman tiptoes from a traffic sign no-change
13 A woman twirls into a beach bar no-change
14 A woman twirls out of a bus stop no-change
15 A woman runs to a pine tree no-change
16 A woman runs from a palm tree no-change
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B. Filler Event Stimuli

Cite this article: ter Bekke, M., Özyürek, A. & Ünal, E. (2022). Speaking but not gesturing predicts event
memory: a cross-linguistic comparison. Language and Cognition 14: 362–384. https://doi.org/10.1017/
langcog.2022.3

Event Memory type Changed memory item

1 A woman puts on a scarf object-change putting on a wool scarf
2 A woman puts on reading glasses object-change putting on sunglasses
3 A woman cuts an apple object-change cutting a lemon
4 A woman tears a piece of white paper object-change tearing a piece of red paper
5 A woman turns pages of a newspaper object-change turning pages of a book
6 A woman puts on a hat object-change putting on a different hat
7 A woman eats a piece of a muffin object-change eating a piece of chocolate
8 A woman bites an apple object-change biting a banana
9 A woman puts tape on a piece of paper no-change
10 A woman combs her hair no-change
11 A woman closes a box no-change
12 A woman rolls dice no-change
13 A woman tears a piece of paper towel no-change
14 A woman puts paper clips on paper no-change
15 A woman opens the cover of a book no-change
16 A woman inflates a balloon no-change
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